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Note: Attempt

ar Explain different types of e-commerce stating the various types of
business applications they facilitate. l7l

rb) List the business models related to buying and selling. trxplain any
one from each category. (Bl

.(4f List and explain the tangible and intangible benefits from E-commerge
and E-business. 4Sl

pJ Define Intranet and Extranet. Discuss their business applications. {5f
(vf What is EDI? Expiain its various components. List the benefits EDI

offers to a business organization having global operations. (E)

,\a) Winat are the
Discuss"
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(b) Explain the need for encryption and decryption in
are the basic compolents of encryption?

,z(c) Wfrat is a digital certificate? How is it generated?

Answer the following:
Jd))Vnat is PKI for securirl,? What are its key elements?
(bfWhat is SSL protocol? Compare it rvith HTTP.

major securit5r issues faced by E-commerce websites?
(51

E-commerce. What
(51
(:l
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}j-4nat is VPN? How does VPN work?/ 
@)_\rhat is IDS? What are its different types{

]E) What is a firewall? What are its uses?

, (a) what is a payment gateway? Discuss its role in E-commerce. {sl
(b) What are smart cards? Discuss their applications in Toil roads and

highways. {S)
(c) What are charge cards? Contrast between charge cards, debit cards

and R-u-pay cards. (S)

: lq)zwhat is an electronic payment system? what are is various types?
Discuss various Infra-structure issues in Electronic Payment Systems

17l
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in India.
d What are e-wa-l1ets? How are they useful in E-commerce?

_g|-What is EFT? What are its uses for an organization?

_ ;{ What do you understand by the term "Business Model,,? Discuss
briefly some of the prominently used business models on the I,nternet.(7)

cl what does "Revenue Mode1" mean? Discuss the revenue model for
flipkart.com or rediff.com. ' }ta)

a Distinguish between mobile commerce and Digital commerce.
Discuss some of the extensively used Mobile commerce models? (8)

: \\'hat are the Legal and ethical issues of e-commerce in India? F{ou'
a:e these being addressed by the e-commerce companies? (Z)
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